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Who is ADS?

● Alberto Accomazzi, PI & Program Manager
● Michael J. Kurtz, Project Scientist
● Carolyn S. Grant, Data Ingest and Curation
● Edwin A. Henneken, System Development and Operations
● Donna M. Thompson, Data Curation Librarian
● Roman Chyla, System Architecture and Development
● Steve McDonald, System Development and Operations
● Tim Hostetler, User Interface and Front-end Development
● Sergi Blanco-Cuaresma, Back-End Software Development (pipelines)
● Golnaz Shapurian, Back-End Software Development (applications)
● Taylor Shaulis, System Operations and Cloud Computing
● TBD, Curation Support 
● TBD, API, ORCID, and User Support



ADS’s mission

● Maintain a comprehensive, timely and complete database of the scholarly 
literature in Astronomy & Astrophysics

● Provide discovery services to support research in Astrophysics and related 
fields

● Promote the use of NASA Astrophysics data by integrating bibliographies 
and links to data products generated by NASA missions and hosted by 
NASA archives

● Provide services for curators and librarians involved in maintaining 
bibliographies, linking literature and data products, measuring impact

● Interface with publishers and the community to facilitate the 
implementation of agency policy … related to Open Access publishing

● Make its efforts in software development freely available under an 
open-source software license



What ADS Aggregates

● We harvest and merge bibliographic data from multiple sources (arXiv, 
CrossRef, publishers, Astronomy archives, ASCL, Zenodo communities)

● We enrich metadata via text-mining of the fulltext sources (extract 
references, acknowledgments, keywords, plots and images)

● We generate and maintain citation and usage networks
● We cross-correlate content (arXiv & published paper, translations, 

re-publications, Vizier catalogs, observing proposals)
● We collect and maintain external links to publishers, archives (SIMBAD, 

Vizier, NED, MAST, ESO, etc.)
● We incorporate bibliographies from institutes and archives
● We collect and index ORCID data and claims
● We curate content by fixing problems in response to community input 



Bibliographic groups in ADS

● Institutional bibliographies, 
highlighting scientific output from 
research center or project

● “Telescope” bibliographies, 
identifying papers related to their 
data products

● About 30 bibliographic groups so 
far, over 330K records

● Help with scientific evaluation of 
projects and institutions, but also 
useful in disambiguation

ALMA ISO ROSAT

ARI IUE SDO

CfA JCMT SMA

CFHT Keck Spitzer

Chandra Leiden Subaru

ESO LPI Swift

Gemini Magellan UKIRT

Herschel NOAO USNO

HST NRAO XMM



ADS System Evolution

1992 ADS Classic: Custom-built search, limited to 
metadata fields (title, authors, abstract)

2011 ADS Labs Streamlined Search: a new “skin” 
over ADS Classic, introduces facets (filters) of 
top N results for query refinement and selection

2013 ADS Labs 2.0: Invenio-based metadata store, 
new search engine, full-text search functionality, 
scalable facets over collections, API

2015 ADS Bumblebee: mongoDB data store, 
microservices API, client-side dynamic page 
loading, responsive design, cloud platform

NASA Recommendations

“New interface” 
“wheat from chaff” 

(2008)

“10-year plan” 
“keep competitive edge” 

(2011)

“complete transition” 
“improve services” 

“release new interface”
(2015)



What’s buzzing at ADS? Bumblebee!



What’s buzzing at ADS? Bumblebee!

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu



ADS Classic vs. Bumblebee: search form



ADS Classic vs. Bumblebee: search results



ADS Classic vs. Bumblebee: detailed view



ORCID search orcid:0000-0002-4110-3511

Data search data:(CXO or XMM) and data:HST

Search full-text full:(HST or JWST)

Acknowledgments ack:ADS

Affiliation search aff:(Harvard or HCO or SAO or Smithsonian)

Filtering by citation impact HST and citation_count:[10 TO 99999]

Positional searches pos(aff:SAO, 2)

Citation search citations(author:“Kurtz, M”)

Remove self-citations citations(author: “Kurtz, M”) -author:“Kurtz, M”

For more information, please see: http://adsabs.github.io/help/search/search-syntax/

ADS Classic vs. Bumblebee: search 

http://adsabs.github.io/help/search/search-syntax/


Scalable metrics for any query 

Find the number of 
all refereed 
astronomy papers 
published since 
1960, the number of 
papers which were 
cited at least once, 
their total citation 
count, the average 
citation count per 
paper, the H index 
for the collection 



Detailed metrics for collections



Detailed metrics for collections



Network Visualizations



Network Visualizations



Paper analytics



Paper analytics



Integration of ORCID Claiming 

● Once in ADS, works can 
be claimed in ORCID 
using our user interface

● Enable ORCID mode, 
authenticate with the 
ORCID API, and send 
claims to it

● Claims are also locally 
indexed and therefore 
findable in our system

● This works for all content 
types available in ADS



ADS Bumblebee: API Access 

…



Rollout Plan
● Build out Bumblebee to achieve feature parity with ADS Classic 

(add features to search interface and corresponding microservices)
● Provide a more reliable user experience 

(minimize usability problems and search errors)
● Achieve content currency parity with ADS Classic 

(improve data migration pipeline to new data store)
● Increase system capacity to match expected load from ADS Classic users 

(2 orders of magnitude increase)
● Deprecate use of ADS Classic on January 1st, 2018

(but keep system running and up-to-date)
● Discontinue use of the ADS Classic search engine on January 1st, 2019 

(but continue support all existing URLs and services via redirections)



What does this mean for you?
● If you have not taken advantage of the new search features of Bumblebee, 

you should definitely take a look and learn more about them.  It’s worth it!
● If you are using queries to ADS Classic in your automated workflow, consider 

switching to our new API
● If you have been providing proposals, bibliographic data, links, collections to 

ADS, nothing needs to change as they will exist in Bumblebee 
● Please encourage scientists at your institution to use the new system! We will 

do our best to spread the news but librarians are ideal advocates for this
● The new ADS platform is ORCID-aware, so you should also encourage your 

users/staff to take advantage of it and use ADS to claim their papers in ORCID
● We are continuously evaluating our priorities and milestones, please let us 

know if you find missing content or functionality in our new system



New Capabilities and Opportunities
● We have developed a bibliography tool using a workflow based on Google 

sheets.  This provides an easy way to create a bibliography via ADS without 
coding!  See poster by James Damon 

● We are working with AAS and Zenodo to better support discovery and 
citation of software packages in astronomy, so that code can be properly 
acknowledged in scholarly publications.  See poster by Gus Muench

● We are interested in incorporating curated ORCID datasets from trusted 
sources, plan to work with the CfA library first to incorporate ORCIDs in 
conjunction with their bibliography ingest.  See poster by Donna Thompson

● Want to be FAIR?  Think ADS!  Your data will be much more discoverable if 
it’s  linked from the literature (or even fully indexed in ADS)



For More Information
● ADS Bumblebee:

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu
● ADS API:

https://github.com/adsabs/adsabs-dev-api 
● ADS help and support:

http://adsabs.github.io/help/        adshelp@cfa.harvard.edu
● ADS news:

http://adsabs.github.io/blog/                                  @adsabs 
● ADS users group:

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/adsug.html  
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Merci!


